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Abstract
Existing models of price search presume a direct link between knowledge and search
behavior. We argue that these models are not well suited to more habitual, low
involvement purchase situations where search behavior and price knowledge are
more independent. An alternative, adaptive rationality model is proposed in which
these constructs are only indirectly related. An empirical study of Finnish consumers’
purchases of fresh produce and meat products is reported which supports the
adaptive rationality model.
Introduction
Research on the economics of information presumes that consumers search
for price information until the marginal cost of search exceeds the marginal benefit
(Stigler 1961). The end-result of this search process is an acquired level of
knowledge regarding the prices at which different goods are normally available. In
contrast, consumer researchers view knowledge as having an important effect on
search (Bettman 1986; Jacoby et al. 1978; Moore and Lehmann 1980; Punj and
Staelin 1983). Specifically, consumers may have a concrete knowledge of available
price levels which allows them to limit their prepurchase search behavior (Urbany
1986).
Both approaches presume a direct relationship between price knowledge and
search behavior. As described below, these models may be very applicable to major
or high involvement purchases. Yet they may not describe more habitual, low
involvement purchases where there may be no direct or obvious connection
between search behavior and acquired price knowledge (Reynaud 1981). Instead,
learning may be more adaptive (March 1978) or incidental (Mazumdar and Monroe
1990) in nature.
The goal of this paper is to examine the determinants of price knowledge and
search behavior for habitually purchased food products. An empirical study of
Finnish consumers’ purchases of fresh produce and meat products is reported which
supports an adaptive rationality model of price knowledge and search behavior.
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Search behavior and price knowledge
Three factors are central to our discussion, price importance, price
knowledge, and search behavior. Price importance captures differences across
consumers with regard to their inherent sensitivity to price for a given product or
product category. From a cost-benefit standpoint, the more important price is to
any given consumer the more likely that consumer is to follow available price
information. As described below, just how consumers follow price information
should depend on the type of choice involved.
Price knowledge, in this context, is the consumer’s perceived knowledge, or
uncertainty (Urbany 1986), regarding the prices at which different goods are
normally available. Consumers’ own perceptions of price knowledge are critically
important here, particularly as they relate to search behavior. Although subjective
perceptions may not be valid measures of actual or stored knowledge (Brucks
19851, they are closely linked to a consumer’s self-confidence and often provide a
better understanding of information processing strategies and tactics than do more
objective knowledge measures (Park and Lessig 1981; Kuusela 1992).
Finally, search behavior is defined as the number of stores searched prior to
purchase. As well as having obvious retail significance, this definition is also very
consistent with earlier operationalizations of price search (Carlson and Gieseke
1983; Urbany 1986). More generally, it is consistent with the prevailing consumer
research view of search as the degree to which consumers gather information from
their purchase environment prior to making a choice (Bettman 1986).
Early economic models presumed that consumers had complete knowledge of
the products and prices available in a market. Stigler’s (1961) economics of
information or EOI model was the first to relax this ‘perfect knowledge’ assumption.
Stigler developed the EOI model to explain the ascertainment of price knowledge in
a market. He proposed that consumers gain this price knowledge via search
behavior. Consumers search for price so long as the marginal returns from search
exceed the marginal costs. Conceptually, cost-benefit considerations drive search
behavior of which price knowledge is an end-product. Empirical support for the EOI
model has been mixed (for reviews see Johnson and Puto 1987; and Urbany 1986).
This stems, in part, from the model’s restrictive assumption regarding knowledge.
The EOI model presumes that consumers enter a market possessing only an
abstract level of price knowledge. That is, they know the relative dispersion of
prices in a market but do not know which sellers offer which prices.
Challenging this presumption, Urbany (1986) argued that consumers may
have a concrete knowledge of price levels for major purchases. Through
experience, many consumers know which retailers are likely to have lower or higher
prices which limits their search behavior. This prediction is consistent with other
studies involving durable products which show a general reduction in external
information search with prior knowledge or experience (Katona and Mueller 1955;
Newman and Staelin 1971, 1972; Punj and Staelin 1983).
Using a computer shopping procedure and consumer durables (clothes
dryers) as stimuli, Urbany had consumers gather price information from different
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retail outlets while manipulating price knowledge (uncertainty), price dispersion,
and search costs. Under certain conditions, the high knowledge (low uncertainty)
subjects searched fewer stores than did the low knowledge (high uncertainty)
subjects. This suggests an alternative model, referred to here as the low
uncertainty or LU model, where increased price knowledge has a direct negative
effect on search behavior.
The important theoretical difference between these models regarding the
dynamics of price knowledge and search behavior is illustrated in Figure 1. While
Stigler’s original EOI model is a static model, it is very clearly based on dynamic
arguments regarding the nature of search. Accordingly, consumers who value price
information from a cost-benefit standpoint should engage in an overt, external
search process. As a result of this search behavior, consumers increase their price
knowledge or ‘ascertain the most favorable price’ (Stigler 1961: 213). Therefore,
price importance should positively affect search behavior which, in turn, should
positively affect price knowledge.
Under the LU model there should be a more direct link from price importance
to price knowledge. Here consumers have some accumulated experience of past
purchases on which they can draw to ascertain price information. The degree to
which they actually use this information to build a concrete knowledge of expected
price differences should depend on the importance they place on price. Consumers
who value price information are more likely to have attended to and processed past
price information and the knowledge they acquire subsequently serves to limit their
search behavior. In Figure 1, price importance should increase price knowledge
which, in turn, should decrease or limit search.
The EOI and LU models describe very different purchase situations. The EOI
model was designed with unique purchases in mind where consumers are likely to
have a restricted knowledge of possible prices. This may include the purchase of a
new home or automobile. Other major purchases, such as home appliances (e.g.,
washers and dryers) or entertainment devices (e.g., televisions and VCRs), are
typically made through appliance or department stores. These retailers vary
predictably in their price levels across categories. Consistent with the LU model,
consumers should use this knowledge to limit their search behavior. Unfortunately,
neither of these conceptualizations seems appropriate for more habitual, low
involvement purchases.
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Price knowledge and search behavior for habitual, low involvement
purchases
Both the EOI and LU models describe relatively infrequent, high involvement
purchase situations in which an overt spending decision and resulting search
process is likely. In contrast, consumers purchase relatively inexpensive, frequently
purchased nondurables in a more habitual, low involvement fashion (Howard 1977;
Katona 1975, 1981). In particular, food purchase decisions are often made quickly
with little overt processing of information at the point of purchase (Hoyer 1984;
Russo et al. 1986). This suggests that an overt cognitive process linking price
knowledge and search behavior is unlikely.
Yet the predominant approach has been to presume such a link. For
example, Jacoby et al. (1978) hypothesized that nondurables, like durables, should
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show a decrease in pre-purchase information search with prior knowledge.
Interestingly, their results revealed a positive rather than negative relationship.
Moore and Lehmann (1980) did show a decrease in search behavior with
knowledge/experience in a longitudinal study of bread choice. However, their study
involved five alternatives of an unfamiliar brand and thus may be atypical of most
habitual, low involvement purchases.
March (1978; see also Cyert and March 1963) describes an alternative type
of adaptive rationality (AR) model that may more accurately describe the learning
of price information for routine purchases. Adaptive rationality ‘is a form of
intelligence that tends to separate current reasons from current actions’ (March
1978: 593). Instead, AR type models emphasize experimental learning over time
periods or, in this case, purchase occasions (Blomqvist 1983; Johnson and Plott
1989; Lovell 1986; Nerlove 1958). A classic example is Nerlove’s (1958) adaptive
expectations model where all past period prices contribute to price expectations.
This is very similar to the type of learning described under the LU model. The more
important price is to any given consumer, the more likely price information is
processed and used to update price knowledge from purchase to purchase. Any
observed differences in price knowledge should be a direct function of the
importance consumers place on price. However, in contrast to both the LU and EOI
models, price knowledge should be independent of search. Price knowledge is
neither acquired from an overt search process or used to limit search prior to any
given purchase. Instead, it is derived from actual prices paid across purchase
occasions.
This is similar to Mazumdar and Monroe’s (1990) notion of ‘incidental’
learning. In contrast to ‘intentional’ learning, incidental learning occurs when
learning is not the consumer’s primary goal. Rather, learning is a by-product of
some other activity such as purchase or consumption. One result of this type of
learning is that memory for price information is superior for chosen brands.
Adaptive rationality does not imply the absence of search behavior for
habitual, low involvement purchases. This is particularly true of fresh food products
that are subject to seasonal and supply related variations in price and quality.
Some level of uncertainty and resulting search should exist independent of
consumers’ price knowledge. Thus we predict that, for habitually purchased
products, price importance should have some positive effect on search behavior
across consumers. Most likely this relationship reflects price sensitive consumers
who reject a price that they consider to be too high (Emery 1970; Kalwani et al.
1990). As a result, they visit more stores on average than consumers who are less
price sensitive. Importantly, this search behavior is a reaction to an inherent,
purchase to purchase variation in price. Under adaptive rationality, pre-purchase
search behavior does not play an integral role in the development of price
knowledge.
Figure 1 presents an AR model for low involvement food purchase decisions
which incorporates these features. According to the model, price sensitive
consumers are more likely to follow and process price information across purchase
occasions thereby increasing their price knowledge. Although price sensitive
consumers may engage in some search behavior prior to purchase (e.g., reject a
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high price), this search does not mediate their acquired price knowledge. In
contrast, both the EOI and LU models predict some direct relationship between
search behavior and price knowledge. There are conditions under which the EOI
model predicts little or no relationship between price search and price knowledge.
Due to diminishing returns, this relationship should approach zero as the absolute
number of searches increases. However, consistent with the conceptualization in
Figure 1, search behavior is the only antecedent of price knowledge under this
model. We now report on an empirical study that examines the ability of the three
models to describe consumer food purchase behavior.
Empirical Study
Method
The data used in the study is from a larger mail survey of Finnish consumers’
purchases of fresh foodstuffs (Kujala 1989, 1992). It includes two independent
surveys collected in late 1987, one regarding purchases of fresh produce (i.e., fruits
and vegetables) and one regarding purchases of fresh meat. These product groups
were chosen because they form distinct and important categories for both
consumers and retailers (Terava 1990). These products are purchased quite
regularly because of their freshness requirements and their central role in a healthy
diet. The nature of the buying is therefore repetitious and quite routine. Both
surveys were based on a random sample of 18-80 year old people living in cities
with over 15,000 inhabitants. The sample size was 1,726 for produce and 1,608 for
meat and the response rate in both cases was 48 percent.
The Kujala (1989) study suggests that the behavior of men and women may
be quite different in these purchase decisions. This is consistent with other
consumer research studies showing systematic differences in perceptions and
behavior between males and females (e.g., DeSarbo et al. 1992; Gentry et al.
1978; Meyers-Levy 1988). Therefore, the responses of women and men are treated
separately.
Two selection criteria were used to focus on particular respondents. First, we
only examined those individuals who indicated that they handle or at least equally
share the household food purchase duties. This helps eliminate individuals for
whom food purchases are not relatively habitual. Second, we excluded those
consumers with special dietary restrictions who may be more involved with such
purchases than is a typical food buyer. These selection criteria resulted in 864
female produce buyers, 366 male produce buyers, 838 female meat buyers, and
350 male meat buyers. Each questionnaire focused on the specific context of
buying either fresh meat or fresh produce. Overall, the questionnaires included
approximately 70 measures or questions regarding product usage, quality, price,
healthiness, buying habits, choice factors, social influences, advertising, and
demographics (see Kujala 1992).
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Measures
Five measures were used to operationalize the three different constructs in
Figure 1. Price importance captures the importance of price as a decision making
factor and is measured reflectively by three questions. The first question measured
a person’s own perceived importance of price (I1). Translated from Finnish, the
question asked ‘How important is the price you notice in a store for your choice?’
Responses were on a 5-point scale ranging from ‘not very important’ (1) to ‘very
important’ (5). The second item (I2) measured price importance via a person’s
sensitivity to price offers or promotions
(Blattberg et al. 1978). The question asked ‘How often do you choose the item on
the basis of a price offer while shopping?’ Responses were on a 5-point scale
ranging from ‘very seldom’ (1) to ‘very often’ (5). Finally, the degree to which a
consumer attends to or ‘follows’ prices should also reflect price importance. The
third price importance question (I2) therefore asked ‘How much do you follow the
prices of fruit and vegetables (fresh meat) while buying?’ Responses were again on
a 5-point scale ranging from ‘nearly not at all’ (11 to ‘nearly always’ (5).
The price knowledge and search constructs were each measured using single
indicators, K, and S,. For price knowledge (K1) consumers were asked ‘While buying
fruit and vegetables (fresh meat) how well do you suppose that you know the
normal prices of those products?’ on a 5-point scale anchored by the following
statements: ‘hard to know’ (1), ‘quite difficult to know’ (2), ‘know the prices of
some products but not many’ (3), ‘know the price level of quite many’ (4), and
‘easy to know most of the normal prices’ (5). This measure is consistent with our
definition of price knowledge as consumers’ own perception of their knowledge or
uncertainty regarding price (Kuusela 1992).
For the search behavior construct (S1), consumers were asked ‘How many
different stores do you normally visit during one week for the purchase of fresh
fruits and vegetables (fresh meat)?’ The 5-point scale used here ranged from ‘one
store’ (1) to ‘five stores’ (5). While other exogenous variables likely influence this
measure (e.g., retail density), it is consistent with both our definition of price
search and previous research on search behavior (e.g., Carlson and Gieseke 1983;
Urbany 1986).
Causal model estimation
The fundamental differences among the models in Figure 1 involve the causal
relationships among the three constructs. Price importance is also a latent construct
measured reflectively by three separate indicators. It is important, therefore, that
the competing models be estimated via appropriate causal modeling procedures.
Two recommended methods are partial least squares or PLS (Wold 1982) and
covariance structure analysis via LISREL7 (Joreskog and Sorbom 1989a).
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However, LISREL and PLS have particular objectives and may provide
different results. In the present application, PLS aims to account for variances at
the observed (i.e., measurement) level while
LISREL aims to account for observed covariances. This difference increases the
potential for results that are an artifact of the estimation method (Fornell and
Bookstein 1982). Given the central importance of causal relationships in
distinguishing among the models in Figure 1, both methods were used here to
estimate and compare all three models. As our measures are relatively ordinal
(given the categorical labels used to collect responses) we used polychoric
correlations as input to both the LISREL and PLS analyses (Joreskog and Sorbom
1989b). We also used the weighted least square (WL) option in
LISREL to provide asymptotically distribution-free parameter estimates. The
asymptotic variance/covariance matrices needed for these WL-estimations were
obtained through the PRELIS program (Joreskog and Sorbom 1989b).
PLS analysis and results
A total of 12 PLS models were estimated, one for each of the three models
for each of the four data sets (women buying produce, men buying produce,
women buying meat, and men buying meat). The loadings for the three indicators
of price importance were large and positive for each estimated model. Across the
models, the loadings ranged from a low of 0.84 to a high of 0.95 and averaged
0.89, 0.86, and 0.93 for I1, I2, and I3, respectively.
The estimated path coefficients are presented in Table 1. These coefficients
are lowest for the EOI model, averaging 0.25 for the effect of price importance on
search and 0.12 for the subsequent effect of search on price knowledge. The
coefficients for the LU model are larger due to the effect that price importance had
on price knowledge (mean of 0.41). However, the LU model predicts a negative
relationship from price knowledge to search. With the exception of a very small
negative effect for men’s shopping for meat, the effect was generally positive
(mean of 0.12).
The largest coefficients were found for the AR model where, on average, the
effects of price importance on price knowledge and search behavior were 0.40 and
0.25 respectively. In all four AR model estimations the coefficients were in the
predicted direction. An important feature of the AR model is that any observed
covariation between price knowledge and price search is not direct but rather due
to their having price importance as a common antecedent. Consistent with this
argument, the residual covariance between the price knowledge and search
behavior constructs for the AR model was very small in each case, equalling 0.03,
0.04, 0.05, and 0.06 respectively for the Women/Produce, Men/Produce,
Women/Meat, and Men/Meat models. In contrast, the residual covariance between
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price importance and price knowledge for the EOI model equalled 0.37, 0.36, 0.34,
and 0.32 across the four data sets. The corresponding residuals between price
importance and price search for the LU model were 0.21, 0.26, 0.21, and 0.11. This
suggests that the AR model offers a more appropriate specification of the causal
relations among the three constructs for these data sets.
The goodness-of-fit of the models, as measured by the root mean squared
residual for the latent variables in each model (RMR in Table 11, also supports this
conclusion. On average, RMR is greater for the EOI model than for the LU model
averaging 0.21 and 0.12 respectively. However, three of the four coefficients
involving price knowledge and search behavior for the LU model were not in the
predicted direction. RMR was lowest for the AR model averaging 0.03 and all of the
coefficients were in the predicted direction. Overall the PLS analyses suggest that
the AR model does a better job of explaining these data.
LISREL analysis and results
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A total of 12 LISREL models were also estimated. Four prominent overall fit
measures are used here: chi-square test, goodness-of-fit index (GFI), adjusted
goodness-of-fit index (AGFI), and root mean squared residual (RMR). Following
Bagozzi and Yi (1988), recommended levels of acceptable fit for a model are a pvalue of chi-square test over 0.05, GFI and AGFI values over 0.9 and very small
RMR values (< 0.05). Unlike the GFI, AGFI and RMR measures, the chi-square
statistic is a direct function of sample size (Bentler and Bonett 1980). The
probability of rejecting any model increases as sample size increases, even when
the model is minimally false. Therefore, as our female samples are much larger
than our male samples, the chi-square statistic is a conservative test for the models
describing women’s behavior.
The factor (measurement) loadings for price importance were large and
positive for each estimated model. The loadings ranged from 0.76 to 0.91 and
averaged 0.84, 0.78, and 0.89 for I1, I2, and I3, respectively. The error variances
for these loadings ranged from 0.17 to 0.42 and averaged 0.30, 0.39, and 0.21 for
I1, I2, and I3. The average composite reliability for price importance was 0.87, which
is quite high.
The path coefficients and goodness of fit values are presented in Table 2. As
the emphasis in LISREL is on the explanation of covariances, we must first look at
the overall fit measures before interpreting the path coefficients. Both the EOI and
LU models had unacceptable levels of fit according to the chi-square test and RMR
values for all four data sets. AGFI is also below acceptable levels for the EOI model
in three of four cases. The AR model had acceptable levels of GFI, AGFI, and RMR
for all four data sets. The chi-squares were also acceptable for the male produce
and meat buying data.
Only for the female produce and female meat buying data were the chi-squares
unacceptable and, as mentioned, this is a conservative fit measure for these
samples. Chi-square difference tests show that in both of these cases the AR model
fits significantly better than the other two models.
The overall poor fit of the EOI and LU models makes any interpretation of
path coefficients problematic. The AR model offers more meaningful estimates.
Note the similarity of the LISREL path coefficients for this model to those obtained
using PLS. The average effect of price importance on price knowledge is 0.43 for
LISREL versus 0.40 for PLS. The average effect of price importance on search
behavior is 0.26 for LISREL versus 0.25 for PLS. The marginally greater coefficients
in the LISREL output is consistent with the difference in fitting objectives.
We further explored the equality of the AR model structure across our four
data sets using the multi-sample analysis available in LISREL7. First we examined
whether the factor loadings are invariant
for: (a) women and men buying produce, (b) women and men buying fresh meat,
(cl women buying produce and meat, and (d) men buying produce and meat. The
chi-square difference tests were insignificant in all four cases supporting equal
factor loadings across the samples. As the factor loadings are equivalent, we can
then examine whether there is similar invariance in the AR model path coefficients.
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Chisquare difference tests show significant differences between men and women
purchasing meat (x2 difference = 17.42, df = 2, p < 0.01) and produce (x2
difference = 6.26, df = 2, p < 0.05). Although these differences are not systematic,
they are in accordance with our assumption regarding perceptual differences
between men and women. There was no difference in the structure of women’s
purchase behavior of produce and meat while men’s behavior was quite different
between these categories (x2 difference = 29.99, df = 2, p < 0.01). Basically men
do not search much at all for meat suggesting that they are satisfied with the store
they currently shop.

Summary and Discussion
Our study examined the ability of three different models of price knowledge
and search behavior to explain Finnish consumers’ purchases of fresh produce and
meat products. Overall the results are more consistent with a proposed adaptive
rationality model than with two existing models, an economics of information model
and a low uncertainty model. Accordingly, consumers who place greater importance
on price both acquire a greater knowledge of price information across purchase
occasions and are more likely to engage in search behavior. Yet price knowledge
and search behavior are not directly related. Rather, they each have price
importance as a common antecedent. Thus previous support for a knowledgesearch relationship in the context of nondurables may be misleading.
The primary implication of our study is that the learning of price information
for nondurables is relatively adaptive or incidental in nature. Consumers learn and
form expectations regarding price levels across purchase occasions, not in the
context of a particular choice. Thus existing models of price search, developed in
more high involvement contexts, fail to describe a large segment of consumer
purchases. Consistent with Urbany’s (1986) study, consumers appear unlikely to
engage in search when price information is readily accessible in memory. As Urbany
concludes, search is a complex process and no one model likely provides universally
appropriate predictions. A practical implication of the study is that consumer
demand for habitual, low involvement products should be relatively price inelastic
on any given purchase occasion. Consumers are relatively unlikely to search
different stores to locate a lower price. At the same time consumers are adaptive
and, when motivated, they learn where to expect lower prices.
A possible limitation of our study is that we focus on fresh foodstuffs where
few if any brand names exist. However, our consumers represented a wide range of
age groups and were responding to actual purchase decisions which increases the
external validity of our findings. Methodologically our study may be limited in that
our price knowledge and search behavior constructs were measured using single
indicators. Yet in each case the measure followed directly from our definition of the
construct. Finally, all of our measures were obtained using the same research
method. It will be important to replicate our findings in different populations using
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alternative measures and methods.
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